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Abstract 25  

Two Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) events over western Washington State were simulated and 26  

evaluated with observations from the OLYMPEX field campaign.  The events, December 12 and 27  

December 17, 2015, were simulated realistically by the WRF-ARW model, including duplicating 28  

the mesoscale environment and qualitatively reproducing the location and structure of embedded 29  

KH waves. With observed wavelengths of approximately 5 km, the modeled waves were 30  

apparent in the 444 m but not the 4 km domain.  In both cases, waves developed as the result of 31  

instability within an intense shear layer, caused by low-level easterly flow surmounted by 32  

westerly winds aloft.  The low-level easterly flow resulted from blocking by the Olympic 33  

Mountains in the December 12 case, while in the December 17 event low-level easterlies 34  

reflected the synoptic environment.   35  

Simulated microphysics were evaluated for both cases using the OLYMPEX observations. 36  

When the KH waves were within the melting level, simulated microphysical fields, such as 37  

hydrometeor mixing ratios, experienced oscillatory behavior; when waves were below the melting 38  

level, the microphysical response was attenuated. Turning off the model’s microphysics scheme 39  

and latent heating resulted in weakened KH wave activity, while removing the Olympic Mountain 40  

eliminated KH waves in the December 12 event, but not the December 17 case. Finally, the impact 41  

of a variety microphysics and PBL schemes on KH activity was evaluated for both events.  42  

. 43  

  44  

  45  
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1.  Introduction 46  

 Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) waves have been observed in a variety of atmospheric settings, 47  

including cumulonimbus anvils (Petre and Verlinde, 2004), sea breeze circulations (Sha et al., 48  

1991), and with mid-latitude baroclinic systems and fronts (e.g. Houze and Medina, 2005; 49  

Friedrich et al., 2008; Houser and Bluestein, 2011; Medina and Houze, 2015; Medina and Houze, 50  

2016; Barnes et al., 2017). KH waves have also been reported in regions of complex terrain, where 51  

substantial vertical wind shear can initiate KH instability (e.g., Medina and Houze, 2016).  Terrain-52  

induced shear can originate from a number of mechanisms, including the lifting of a low-level 53  

shear zone (Houze and Medina, 2005), deceleration of low-level flow by terrain (Medina and 54  

Houze, 2017) and downslope air flows (Geerts and Miao, 2010).  55  

An important question regards the influence of KH waves on moist physics. Based on 56  

observations from two field campaigns in regions of complex terrain, Houze and Medina (2005) 57  

suggested that upward motion in KH waves leads to enhanced depositional growth that enhances 58  

precipitation over orography. Houser and Bluestein (2011), examining dual-polarimetric radar 59  

over Oklahoma, found that the upward branch of KH waves has a significant impact on 60  

microphysical processes, with riming enhanced due to either an increase in turbulent motions or 61  

from the introduction of supercooled water into a region of frozen particles. Neither of these studies 62  

quantified the impacts of KH waves on precipitation at the surface.  63  

Barnes et al. (2017) described the influence of KH waves on precipitation and radar-64  

observed fields during the OLYMPEX field campaign (Houze et al., 2017). They showed KH-65  

related modulation of rain rate (amplitude of 0.3 mm hr-1) when the waves were below the melting 66  

level, along with impacts on mass-weighted mean drop diameter, reflectivity, and fall speed. 67  
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Additionally, they described KH waves occurring within and above the melting layer, but did not 68  

explore the microphysical implications in these cases.  69  

A number of studies have applied numerical modeling to the study of KH instability (e.g., 70  

Fritts, 1979; Sykes and Lewellen, 1982; Droegemeier and Wilhelmson, 1986; Fritts et al., 1996; 71  

Smyth, 2004; Zhou and Chow, 2013; Ji, 2014; Nakanishi, 2014), with most using idealized or dry 72  

models. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) experiments have investigated KH instability in a variety 73  

of real-world cases, including a mesoscale convective system (MCS) over southern England 74  

(Browning, 2012), within a hurricane boundary layer (Nakanishi, 2012; Na et al., 2014), during 75  

frontogenesis (Samelson, 2016), and for stratified flow over terrain (Sauer 2016). Recent studies 76  

have used full-physics NWP models to simulate KH waves. Mahalov et al. (2011), using the 77  

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, demonstrated that terrain-induced KH waves in 78  

the upper troposphere are not resolved at 3 km horizontal grid spacing, but are resolved at 1 km. 79  

Efimov (2017) used the WRF model to simulate KH waves over Crimea, and Trier (2012) 80  

simulated turbulence arising from KH instability in a winter cyclone. Thompson (2008) simulated 81  

the formation of KH instability in a sea breeze front using the U.S. Navy's Coupled 82  

Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS) model. Finally, Kudo (2013) 83  

illustrated the necessity for full-physics simulations by showing that KH waves can be generated 84  

from latent heating via sublimating snow cooling the environment to create an unstable layer 85  

It appears that few studies have simulated KH waves and their microphysical impact over 86  

complex terrain, and this study attempts to do so. Specifically, the Weather Research and 87  
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Forecasting (WRF) model is used to simulate two OLYMPEX cases over the Olympic Mountains 88  

of Washington State, with the goal of answering several questions: 89  

(1)  How do synoptic conditions initiate and control the evolution of KH waves?  90  

(2)  How are KH waves modified by different mesoscale environments (e.g., over the ocean, 91  

windward slopes, crests)? 92  

(3)  Are there key mesoscale controls on KH wave formation? 93  

(4)  What resolution is required to realistically simulate KH waves in WRF? Are KH waves 94  

sensitive to the selection (or absence) of microphysics or PBL schemes? 95  

(5)  What are the microphysical impacts of KH waves during orographic precipitation events? 96  

How do the simulated precipitation and microphysical modulation by KH waves compare 97  

to those observed during the OLYMPEX project? 98  

Section 2 provides an overview of model configuration and data used. Sections 3 and 4 present 99  

results and analysis of the simulations, section 5 compares our findings to a conceptual model, and 100  

section 6 describes results of parameterization experiments. Section 7 offers concluding remarks. 101  

 102  

2.  Model configuration and observations 103  

This study uses the Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF-ARW; Skamarock et 104  

al., 2005), version 3.8.1. A 36-12-4-1.33-0.444 km domain configuration is used with 51 vertical 105  

levels1, with the innermost domains centered over the Olympic Peninsula of Washington State 106  

(Fig. 1). Initial and 3-h boundary conditions are from the NOAA/National Weather Service Global 107  

Forecast System (GFS) 0.25-degree gridded analysis as described in Conrick et al. (2017). Grid 108  

nudging on the 36 km domain is employed to ensure realistic synoptic-scale conditions. Additional 109  

                                                                                                
1 Vertical levels are unequally spaced with higher vertical resolution near the surface and near the model top.  
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model configuration choices include: the NOAH land surface model (Ek et al., 2003); the RRTMG 110  

radiation scheme (Iacono et al., 2008); the Grell-Freitas cumulus parameterization on the 36, 12, 111  

and 4 km domains (Grell et al., 2013); Thompson microphysics (Thompson et al., 2008); and 112  

Yonsei University boundary layer scheme (Hong et al., 2006).  Following Barnes et al. (2017), the 113  

NCEP North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR; Mesinger et al., 2006) was used to evaluate 114  

the simulated synoptic conditions for the two case studies.  115  

Figure 2 presents a map of the OLYMPEX observing locations used in this study and the 116  

regional terrain.  Barnes et al. (2017) and Houze et al. (2017) described the OLYMPEX 117  

instrumentation used to observe KH waves, including the NPOL radar near the Washington coast 118  

(149 m ASL). Data from two OLYMPEX surface stations are used in this paper: the Fishery (52 119  

m ASL) and Bishop Field (87 m ASL) sites; both included rain gauges and Parsivel disdrometers 120  

to document particle sizes.   121  

 122  

3.   Case I:    December 12, 2015 123  

a.   Observed and simulated mesoscale conditions and wave generation 124  

The first event on 12 December 2015 was characterized by a midlatitude cyclone that 125  

approached from the west. At 1200 UTC 12 December 2015, prior to the period of observed KH 126  

waves, the NARR analysis showed a 925 hPa low with strong winds (50 kt, 25ms-1) off the British 127  

Columbia coast (Fig. 3a). Although WRF realistically captured the position and timing of the 128  

system (Fig. 3b), the low center was deeper than observed by 80 m with modestly greater (5 kts; 129  

2.5 ms-1) than observed 925 hPa wind speeds.  The 444 m simulated vertical profile during the 130  

period of KH waves (2135 UTC, Fig. 3d) is consistent with observations at the NPOL radar (Fig. 131  

3c), including a stable saturated layer below 700 hPa and substantial wind shear below 900 hPa.  132  
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As noted by Conrick et al. (2017), the incoming moisture flux during the OLYMPEX project was 133  

well-simulated by WRF. 134  

Figure 4 is a reproduction of radar observations from Barnes et al. (2017), in which they 135  

observed waves on December 12 within the melting level of stratiform precipitation in the vicinity 136  

of Bishop Field. Waves were observed in the 1-3 km layer, with perturbations most pronounced in 137  

the reflectivity, velocity, and spectrum width fields. Waves had a wavelength of ~5 km with a 138  

period of ~7 minutes. 139  

The Richardson number (Ri) is a common diagnostic for KH waves, with waves 140  

developing when Ri < 0.25 (Miles and Howard, 1964) and Ri < 1 sufficient for wave maintenance 141  

once initiated (Weckwerth and Wakimoto, 1992). A series of vertical cross sections during the 142  

period leading up to wave development showed a progressive decrease in Ri below 2 km prior to 143  

the onset of simulated waves around 1800 UTC (Fig. 5a). At 0900 UTC, a thin layer of Ri < 1 was 144  

noted around 500 m ASL; by 1200 UTC, this layer had grown considerably in magnitude, but not 145  

in depth, with critical values noted over Bishop Field. Beginning at 1800 UTC, however, wave 146  

structures were appearing in the 0.5-1 km layer, with structures influencing the melting level 147  

around the Fishery site. Waves grew in the vertical, with some approaching 2.5 km ASL by 2100 148  

UTC over Bishop Field. The melting level was also perturbed at that time between Fishery and 149  

Bishop.  Thus, it appears that waves developed in the 0.5-1 km layer and grew vertically through 150  

the melting level. Such vertical expansion was noted in the observations of Barnes et al. (2017). 151  

Because Ri is defined as the ratio of atmospheric stability to vertical wind shear, the 152  

atmosphere must become less stable and/or vertical shear must increase to obtain critical values of 153  

Ri.  Both of these factors contributed to wave development/maintenance in this case, though shear 154  

was dominant – a situation that has been observed over the Sierra Nevada (Medina and Houze, 155  
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2016).  Figure 5b shows the evolution of simulated vertical wind shear during this event. Initially, 156  

vertical shear was greatest over land as a result of surface drag, then increased and deepened in the 157  

lower troposphere as low-level easterly flow developed beneath westerly flow aloft. 158  

Environmental stability (defined as the vertical gradient of potential temperature – the numerator 159  

of Ri) decreased considerably near the surface prior to wave generation (0900 to 1800 UTC, Fig. 160  

5c), with appearance of waves in the simulation around 1800 UTC coincident with the decrease in 161  

low-level stability between Bishop and Fishery. Overturning waves are evident in the stability field, 162  

evinced by unstable lapse rates at 2100 UTC near and upstream of Bishop.  163  

The appearance of KH waves in the simulation was greatly dependent on horizontal grid 164  

spacing. Figure 6 shows radial winds along the cross-section at 2100 UTC for observations and 165  

WRF at various horizontal grid spacings. In all domains, WRF was able to reproduce observed 166  

mesoscale conditions, including the transition at ~1 km AGL from low-level easterly flow to 167  

westerly flow aloft. No wave activity was evident at 4 km grid spacing, with only a weak presence 168  

of KH waves at 1.33 km grid spacing.   Only at 444 m grid spacing, however, did the KH waves 169  

have realistic amplitudes and wavelengths.  Specifically, analysis of simulated vertical velocity at 170  

2 km AGL showed that waves in the 444 m domain had a wavelength of ~3.1 km. Such grid-171  

spacing dependence follows from basic principles, since the effective resolution of WRF is roughly 172  

6 times the grid spacing (Skamarock et al., 2004; Skamarock et al., 2014), which would be 2.6 km 173  

for the 444 m grid spacing and 7.8 km for the 1.3 km domain.  Thus, only the 444 m domain had 174  

sufficient resolution to adequately resolve the observed KH waves, which had typical wavelengths 175  

of 4-5 km, according to Barnes et al. (2017).    176  

 Based on analysis of simulated radial velocity cross sections, the KH structures appear to 177  

extend ~40 km offshore (Fig. 6d), where low-level wind shear begins to increase as incoming flow 178  
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is blocked by the Olympic Mountains. Further, waves appear to dissipate after traversing the higher 179  

terrain upstream of Bishop Field due to a lack of favorable environment. To evaluate the impact 180  

of terrain blockage on the development of KH waves during this event, the Olympics were 181  

removed in an additional WRF simulation (Fig. 7a,b), while retaining the water to land surface 182  

transition. Without the mountains, the magnitude of flow deceleration is greatly decreased, there 183  

is no easterly flow at the surface, and there is little evidence of wave activity over or near the 184  

Olympics. There are some small-amplitude oscillations present in western portions of the cross 185  

section, resulting from localized ascent along the occluded front. Thus, it appears that orography 186  

is necessary for the development of KH waves in this case.  187  

b.   Impact of KH waves on microphysics 188  

 Analyzing polarimetric radar data, Barnes et al. (2017) found that the observed KH waves 189  

during the December 12 event influenced microphysics, particularly when the waves were near 190  

the melting level. Specifically, enhanced reflectivity and spectral width was associated with greater 191  

riming within the upward branch of the waves. The impact of simulated KH waves on model 192  

microphysics in the 444 m domain is explored below.  193  

 At 2010 UTC, waves were present and influenced microphysical fields between NPOL and 194  

Bishop (Fig. 8). Simulated reflectivity, mass-weighted mean rain diameter (D"#), and rain number 195  

concentration were modulated by the waves, with enhancements located immediately downstream 196  

of local vertical velocity maxima, indicating that model microphysics were being influenced by 197  

the waves. Enhancement and wave-like modulation of reflectivity (dBZ) was found in the lowest 198  

2 km of the simulation, with particularly large values noted just below the melting level. Simulated 199  

vertical velocity and microphysical quantities showed wave-like variability at Bishop Field (Fig. 200  

9), where waves were observed in Barnes et al. (2017). For 2000-2300 UTC, simulated vertical 201  
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velocity oscillations exceeded 5 ms-1 within the .5-3 km layer. These velocity oscillations impacted 202  

mixing ratios of both cloud and rain water and surface D"#. Precipitation in the 444 m domain 203  

possessed substantial modulation, albeit of lesser amplitude than observed. 204  

 205  

4.   Case II:   December 17, 2015 206  

a.   Observed and simulated mesoscale conditions  207  

 The second event occurred on December 17, 2015, during which observed KH waves lasted 208  

6 hours (1200-1800 UTC) throughout the Quinault Valley (Barnes et al. 2017).  Synoptic 209  

conditions were similar to the prior event:  At 0600 UTC, the NARR analyzed a 925-hPa low over 210  

the Gulf of Alaska, with an occluded front extending southward to offshore of Washington State 211  

and strong (> 40 kt) winds along and north of the front (Fig. 10a). The synoptic conditions of this 212  

event were well simulated by WRF, although the simulated low was slightly deeper, with stronger 213  

winds (Fig. 10b). The simulated frontal position agreed with the NARR, and simulated and 214  

observed vertical profiles at NPOL were in good agreement at the beginning of the event 215  

(1430UTC; Figs. 10c, d). WRF accurately simulatied moist neutral conditions above 700 hPa, a 216  

stable layer below the melting level, and vertical wind shear exceeding 40 ms-1 below 1.5 km. 217  

Radar observations in Barnes et al. (2017; reproduced in Fig. 11) showed KH waves below 218  

1.5 km, beneath the observed melting level (2.5 km). Observed waves had a wavelength of 4-5 km 219  

and period of ~10 minutes. These waves existed in the 0.5-1.5 km layer and thus had a smaller 220  

vertical extent than in the December 12 event, though observations indicated that waves amplified 221  

upon nearing the Olympic Mountains (Fig. 14 in Barnes et al., 2017). In the 444 m simulation, KH 222  

waves occurred within the 0.5-2 km layer, with the greatest amplitudes within a layer of vertical 223  
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shear between low-level easterly flow and westerly flow aloft (Fig. 12). Simulated waves had a 3 224  

km wavelength and a period of 17 minutes.  225  

Wave onset coincided with Ri declining to criticality within the shear layer. Figure 13a 226  

shows cross sections of Ri before and during the wave event. At 0500 UTC, Ri was near-critical 227  

in the lowest 300 m ASL, with some wave-like perturbations around 100 m over water – possibly 228  

due to the thin layer of strong shear there. Between 0500-0800 UTC, Ri and vertical shear (Fig. 229  

13b) exhibited a two-layer structure between NPOL and Bishop: the layer closest to the surface 230  

was due to surface drag; the layer at 250 m ASL over water and the 500 m ASL layer over land 231  

were the catalysts for KH wave development. At 0800 UTC, stability decreased slightly just 232  

offshore and decreased more considerably directly above and within the 500 m shear layer (Fig. 233  

13c), and by 1200 UTC, the front had passed Fishery and waves were evident from NPOL to 234  

Fishery. As the front passed, strong shear – and critical Ri – layers deepened to encompass the 235  

entire 0-1.5 km layer. Thus, it appears that KH waves in this case were initiated by the front 236  

interacting with the land-to-water transition, which allowed modulations in vertical velocity there 237  

to perturb the environment.  238  

Like the December 12 case, there was evidence of waves being vertically stretched as they 239  

approached terrain. At 1200 UTC, waves near NPOL were present in a layer ~500 m deep, 240  

increasing to ~1 km deep over Fishery. Due to decreased 1-2 km shear, wave amplitude degrades 241  

considerably between Bishop and Fishery, with no wave activity noted over higher terrain. Unlike 242  

the first case, however, removal of the Olympic Mountains did not eliminate the easterly surface 243  

flow (Fig. 7b), confirming that its primary cause was the synoptic environment. If blocking from 244  

topography were chiefly responsible, then: (1) the magnitude of low-level easterlies should 245  

substantially decrease as distance from the barrier increases, and (2) removing terrain would result 246  
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in a complete reduction in easterly flow as in the December 12 case. Neither of these occurred 247  

when the Olympics were removed in this case, and thus the easterly flow and shear layer was 248  

primarily the result of synoptic conditions. 249  

b.   Impact of KH waves on microphysics 250  

Vertical velocity modulations associated with the KH waves had less impact on model 251  

microphysics than in the December 12 case, likely because they were weaker and occurred below 252  

the melting level. Figure 14 shows cross sections from NPOL to Bishop at 1320 UTC, when Barnes 253  

et al. (2017) observed KH waves. While there were modest modulations in vertical velocity, D"#, 254  

simulated reflectivity, and rain number concentration, the amplitudes were considerably weaker 255  

than the previous event.  256  

Between 1600-1800 UTC, observations showed modest modulations in several 257  

microphysical quantities, including precipitation rate (0.3 mm hr-1), at the Fishery site with periods 258  

similar to the observed KH waves (Barnes et al., 2017). Simulated mixing ratios at the Fishery site 259  

showed minor variations in rain, cloud water, and snow for 1600-1800 UTC (Fig. 15a). Simulated 260  

vertical velocities oscillated with an amplitude of ~1 ms-1 (Fig. 15b), which is several ms-1 less 261  

than observed by vertically-pointing radar. In contrast to the December 12 case, time series of 262  

simulated precipitation rates and D"# showed a less pronounced influence from KH waves during 263  

this event (Fig. 15c, d).  264  

 265  

5. Comparison to a conceptual model of KH wave microphysics 266  

 The impact of the simulated KH waves on microphysics is consistent with conceptual 267  

models presented in Houser and Bluestein (2011) and Barnes et al. (2017).  Barnes et al. (2017) 268  

found that riming and aggregation was substantially influenced by KH waves developing within 269  
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the melting level. For the December 12 event, the WRF simulation showed collocated 270  

enhancement of vertical velocity, snow and graupel mixing ratios, and D"#. Cloud water mixing 271  

ratios were also largest in the vicinity of and above the melting level, which is consistent with 272  

generation of supercooled water necessary for riming. Thus, it was likely that riming and 273  

aggregation-enhanced snow and graupel, which melted as it fell below the melting level, resulting 274  

in larger rain drop sizes.  275  

For the December 17 event, waves occurred below the melting level. In this regime, the 276  

Barnes et al. (2017) conceptual model describes coalescence and vapor deposition as the primary 277  

microphysical processes occurring above and within waves. Little snow or graupel was simulated 278  

during the 1500-1800 UTC period, with the majority of cloud water enhancement occurring below 279  

the melting level. Furthermore, rain number concentration was enhanced in the 1-2 km AGL layer 280  

and D"# increased closer to the surface. These fields agree with the conceptual model:  cloud 281  

water coalesced and grew into rain droplets above the KH waves, leading to larger rain number 282  

concentrations. Subsequently, these rain drops fell and continued their collision/coalescence until 283  

impacting the surface.  284  

 285  

6.  Impact of choice of microphysics and PBL schemes 286  

Because simulated microphysical quantities were modulated KH waves, it is important to 287  

determine the sensitivity of KH waves to the choice of microphysics or planetary boundary layer 288  

(PBL) schemes in WRF.  Furthermore, it is of interest to determine whether moist physics is 289  

important for the existence of these waves.  For microphysics experiments, we used the Morrison 290  

two-moment scheme (Morrison et al., 2010), the Thompson et al. (2008) scheme, and WSM6 291  
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(Hong et al., 2006). The MYNN32 (Nakanishi and Niino, 2006), Shin-Hong3 (Shin and Hong, 292  

2015), and the YSU4 (Hong et al., 2006) PBL schemes were also tested. The control run, used in 293  

the simulations described previously in Section 2 above, consisted of Thompson microphysics and 294  

YSU PBL. A dry run using YSU PBL, but no microphysics or latent heating, was also completed. 295  

Table 1 outlines the model sensitivity experiments. 296  

a.   Case I: December 12, 2015 297  

The removal of moist physics and latent heating from the model led to substantial 298  

differences in vertical velocity and wave activity between the control and dry runs for the  299  

December 12, 2015 case, when waves were within the melting level. At the Fishery site, the control 300  

simulation had amplitudes associated with KH waves in excess of 2 ms-1.  In contrast, there was 301  

no wave activity in the dry run – only minor oscillations less than 0.5 ms-1 (Fig. 16a). At Bishop 302  

Field, wave activity in the control simulation had large amplitudes between 2000 and 2200 UTC, 303  

while in the dry run the waves were attenuated and occurred only during the early portion of the 304  

period (Fig. 16b). The results of the dry runs for both cases are consistent with the findings of 305  

Kudo (2013), who showed that latent heat can create unstable layers within which waves can form. 306  

In contrast to the control, the period of waves in the dry run was greater (22 minutes) with a longer 307  

wavelength (5 km). 308  

Choice of physics scheme yields a variety of solutions at both sites for this event. Figure 309  

17a shows several schemes’ model variables’ percent change from the control run averaged along 310  

the upward portion of the waves from 1900-2300 UTC. At Fishery, there was little variability in 311  

                                                                                                
2 MYNN3 is known for its parameterization of stable boundary layers, which is critical for KH wave development. 
3 The Shin-Hong PBL scheme was designed for sub-kilometer horizontal resolution. 
4 YSU has been used in the University of Washington real-time forecasting system for many years over the Pacific 
Northwest with proven success. YSU was developed to accurately describe vertical mixing in weak and strong wind 
environments.  
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vertical velocity, though schemes tended to produce less cloud and rain water, with at least 50% 312  

more graupel. At Bishop Field (Fig. 17b), MYNN was an outlier: it produced considerably weaker 313  

vertical velocities, and thus severely degraded wave activity. WSM6 produced 250% more graupel 314  

than the control run, with other schemes producing cloud and rain water amounts less than the 315  

control.  316  

b.   Case II: December 17, 2015 317  

In the December 17, 2015 case, when the KH waves were located below the melting level, 318  

the removal of moist physics resulted in a modest change in vertical velocity compared to the 319  

control run. At Fishery, the dry run had only intermittent vertical velocity modulations of less than 320  

1 ms-1, somewhat weaker than those of the control run, which had more frequent variability 321  

throughout the 1200-1800 UTC period (Fig. 16c). At Bishop Field, wave activity appears in both 322  

simulations, with control run vertical velocities averaging 2 ms-1 greater than the dry run (Fig. 16d). 323  

The period of waves in the dry run was 17 minutes with a wavelength of 3.3 km, similar to those 324  

found in the control simulation.  325  

Like the earlier case, varying model physics generally showed only modest differences 326  

(Fig. 17c,d). At Fishery, MYNN and MORR2 produced 50% weaker vertical velocities than the 327  

control; at Bishop, all schemeshad vertical velocities similar to the control simulation. Compared 328  

to December 12, the response of mixing ratio quantities was muted, with no scheme producing 329  

differing substantially from the control.  330  

 331  

7.  Discussion and conclusions 332  

 Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) waves observed during two events of the OLYMPEX field 333  

campaign were simulated and evaluated in this work. The events, December 12 and December 334  
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17, 2015, possessed similar synoptic conditions, with an occluded front approaching Washington 335  

State from the west. The WRF model accurately simulated the observed synoptic environments 336  

of these events, including positions of surface features and vertical profiles. 337  

 During the December 12, 2015 case, KH waves were observed within the melting level in 338  

the vicinity of the Bishop Field site (located within the Quinault Valley). Simulated wind cross 339  

sections indicated KH waves in the same region, with modeled wave structures agreeing 340  

qualitatively with radar observations from Barnes et al. (2017), including their altitude and 341  

vertical extent. Due to their 3-5 km wavelengths, the appearance of waves was resolution-342  

dependent: only at 444 m grid spacing were they adequately resolved, despite the 4 km domain 343  

able to simulate the mesoscale stability and wind shear conditions. Simulated KH waves 344  

developed as easterly flow near the surface strengthened, causing wind shear to increase and 345  

low-level stability to decrease. This combination of increased shear and decreased stability 346  

caused the Richardson number to approach critical values near the altitude of the melting level.  347  

The December 17 event had observed and simulated KH waves below the melting level. 348  

Waves were observed throughout the Quinault Valley, with Barnes et al. (2017) describing their 349  

influence at the Fishery site. Like the earlier event, simulated wave structures agreed 350  

qualitatively with radar observations, and development was driven by a similar mesoscale 351  

evolution of increasing shear and decreasing stability. 352  

The Olympic Mountains were necessary to block incoming flow and develop easterly 353  

wind near the surface during the December 12 event. Removing the Olympics prevented 354  

development of easterly near-surface flow, thereby eliminating the shear zone and resulting in 355  

the absence of wave development. In contrast, during the December 17 event, low-level easterly 356  

flow was synoptically forced and existed many hours prior to wave onset. Therefore, removing 357  
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the Olympics reduced, but did not eliminate, the low-level easterly wind and KH waves were 358  

still able to develop along the shear layer. 359  

The impact of simulated KH waves on microphysics agreed with the conceptual models 360  

presented in Houser and Bluestein (2011) and Barnes et al. (2017). Waves had stronger vertical 361  

velocities when they were within the melting level during the December 12, 2015 event than 362  

when they were below the melting level (the December 17, 2015 event). When waves were 363  

within the melting level, modulations of simulated reflectivity, mass-weighted mean rain 364  

diameter, and rain number concentration were noted. Oscillations in precipitation at Bishop Field 365  

were also present in both observations and simulations. When KH waves formed below the 366  

melting level, they had little impact on microphysics.  367  

 Finally, the impact of varying microphysics and PBL parameterization schemes was 368  

evaluated for each event. Mixing ratios were more dependent on scheme choice during the 369  

December 12 event than the December 17 event; vertical velocities exhibited the opposite 370  

behavior. Turning off microphysics and latent heating in the simulations tended to cause weaker 371  

vertical velocities in waves relative to the control run. 372  

 In summary, this study concludes that Kelvin-Helmholtz waves and the environmental 373  

conditions conducive to their development can be accurately reproduced in WRF simulations, 374  

but only at sufficiently fine grid spacing. Furthermore, the simulated waves did influence model 375  

microphysics and affected model precipitation. Future work will focus on describing, 376  

quantifying, and evaluating the microphysical processes that operate in simulated waves. 377  

 378  

 379  

 380  
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FIGURES 616  
 617  

 618  
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 620  

Figure 1: Map of the WRF-ARW domains used in this study. The outer domain has 36 km grid 621  

spacing, with d02, d03, d04, and d05 domains using 12, 4, 1.33 km, and 444 m grid spacing, 622  

respectively. 623  

 624  

 625  

 626  

 627  
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 628  

 629  

Figure 2: Map of the Quinault Valley with the OLYMPEX observing stations used in this study. 630  

Elevation is shaded.   631  

 632  

 633  

  634  
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 635  

 636  

Figure 3: (a) NARR and (b) WRF geopotential height (black contours, 20 m interval), wind 637  

barbs, and wind (shading) at 925 hPa for the 36 km domain valid 1200 UTC 12 December 2015. 638  

(c) Observed and (d) 444 m simulated soundings at NPOL, valid at ~2135 UTC 17 December 639  

2015. 640  

  641  
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 642  

Figure 4: (a) Reflectivity (shading) in dBZ; (b) radial velocity in m s-1; (c) spectrum width; (d) 643  

differential reflectivity in dB; (e) correlation coefficient from a RHI scan from the Ku-band of 644  

the D3R radar at an azimuthal angle of 54° at 2110 UTC on 12 December 2015: In each panel, 645  

the black dots show the location of the maximum spectrum width in each vertical column. (based 646  

on Figure 9 in Barnes et al. (2017), used with permission) 647  
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 687  

 688  

Figure 5: Vertical cross sections of (a) Richardson number, (b) vertical wind shear, and (c) 689  

stability along the cross section in Fig. 2 at various stages of the Dec. 12, 2015 event. 690  
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 691  

Figure 6: Vertical cross sections of (a) observed, (b) 4 km, (c) 1.33 km, and (d) 444 m simulated 692  

radial wind to the northeast along the cross section in Fig. 2, valid 2100 UTC 12 December 2015.   693  
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             694  

 695  

Figure 7: Vertical cross sections of (a) 444 m simulated radial wind along the cross section in 696  

Fig. 2, valid 2100 UTC 12 December 2015; (b) is the same cross section as (a), but the 697  

topography of the Olympic Mountains has been removed in the simulations. (c) and (d) are the 698  

same cross sections, but valid 1200 UTC 17 December 2015. 699  

 700  

  701  
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 702  

 703  

Figure 8: Vertical cross-section from NPOL to Bishop along the cross section in Fig. 2 of (a) 704  

vertical velocity, (b) reflectivity, (c) mass-weighted mean rain drop diameter, and (d) rain 705  

number concentration at 2010 UTC 12 December. The dashed line is the melting level. 706  
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 707  

 708  

Figure 9: Simulated vertical profiles at Bishop Field during the period 2000-2300 UTC of: 709  

(a) cloud water mixing ratio (grey fill; grey dashed contours), rain water mixing ratio (red), 710  

graupel mixing ratio (black), and snow mixing ratio (blue) ; 711  

(b) 2.0 km vertical velocity (solid), 0.5-3 km maximum vertical velocity (dashed) ; (c) mass-712  

weighted mean rain drop diameter at the lowest model height; and (d) precipitation rate (solid) 713  

and observed precipitation rate (dashed). 714  

 715  
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 717  
 718  

Figure 10: (a) NARR and (b) WRF 925 hPa geopotential height (black contours, 20 m interval), 719  

wind barbs, and wind (shading) for the 36 km domain, valid 0600 UTC 17 December 2015. (c) 720  

Observed and (d) 444 m simulated soundings at NPOL, valid at ~1430 UTC 17 December 2015. 721  

 722  
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 724  
 725  

Figure 11: (a) Reflectivity (shading) in dBZ; (b) radial velocity in m s-1; (c) spectrum width; (d) 726  

differential reflectivity in dB; (e) correlation coefficient from a RHI scan from the Ku-band of 727  

the D3R radar at an azimuthal angle of 254° at 1320 UTC on 17 December 2015: In each panel, 728  

the black dots show the location of the maximum spectrum width in each vertical column. (based 729  

on Figure 10 in Barnes et al. (2017), used with permission) 730  

 731  
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 732  

 733  

 734  

 735  

Figure 12: Vertical cross sections of  (a) observed and (b) 444 m simulated radial wind 736  

extending northeast along the cross section in Fig. 2, valid 1200 UTC 17 December 2015. 737  
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Figure 13: Vertical cross sections of (a) Richardson number, (b) vertical wind shear, and (c) 760  

stability along the cross section in Fig. 2 at various stages of the Dec. 17, 2015 event. 761  
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 763  

Figure 14: Simulated vertical cross section from NPOL to Bishop along the line in Fig. 2 of (a) 764  

vertical velocity, (b) reflectivity, (c) mass-weighted mean rain drop diameter, and (d) rain 765  

number concentration at 1320 UTC 17 December. The dashed line is the melting level. 766  

  767  
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 768  

Figure 15:  Simulated vertical profiles at the Fishery site during the period 1500-1800 UTC of: 769  

(a) cloud water mixing ratio (grey fill; grey dashed contours), rain water mixing ratio (red), 770  

graupel mixing ratio (black), and snow mixing ratio (blue) ; (b) 0.5 km vertical velocity (solid), 771  

0.5-3 km maximum vertical velocity (dashed) ; (c) mass-weighted mean rain drop diameter at 772  

the lowest model height; and (d) precipitation rate (solid) and observed precipitation rate 773  

(dashed). 774  
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 776  

 777  

 778  

Figure 16:  Time series of 2 km vertical velocity during the period 1900-2300 UTC 12 779  

December 2015 at (a) Fishery and (b) Bishop Field, and 1 km vertical velocity during the period 780  

1200-1800 UTC 17 December 2015 at (c) Fishery and (d) Bishop. All plots show the dry 781  

simulation and control (Thompson) simulation.  782  
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 784  

 785  

 786  

Figure 17: Percent change from the control simulation of mixing ratios and 2 km vertical 787  

velocity averaged over the upward branch of KH waves during the period 1900-2300 UTC 12 788  

December 2015 at (a) Fishery and (b) Bishop Field; (c) and (d) are the same, except using the 0.5 789  

km vertical velocity during the period 1200-1800 UTC 17 December 2015. (R=Rain, 790  

G=Graupel, C=Cloud Water). 791  


